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		This book presents the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Advanced Machine Learning Technologies and Applications (AMLTA 2021) held in Cairo, Egypt, during March 22–24, 2021, and organized by the Scientific Research Group of Egypt (SRGE). The papers cover current research Artificial Intelligence Against COVID-19, Internet of Things Healthcare Systems, Deep Learning Technology, Sentiment analysis, Cyber-Physical System, Health Informatics, Data Mining, Power and Control Systems, Business Intelligence, Social media, Control Design, and Smart Systems.
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Software Language Engineering: Third International Conference, SLE 2010Springer, 2011

	We are pleased to present the proceedings of the third international conference on Software Language Engineering (SLE 2010). The conference was held in Eindhoven, the Netherlands during October 12–13, 2010. It was co-located with the ninth international conference on Generative Programming and Component Engineering (GPCE) and the...
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Game Programming Gems 8Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Welcome to the eighth edition of the Game Programming Gems series, started by Mark DeLoura in 2000. The first edition was inspired by Andrew Glassner‘s popular Graphics Gems series. Since then, other Gems series have started, including AI Gems and a new series focused on the capabilities of programmable graphics, the ShaderX series....
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Programming 16-Bit PIC Microcontrollers in C: Learning to Fly the PIC 24 (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2007
A Microchip insider tells all on the newest, most powerful PICs ever! 

	FREE CD-ROM includes source code in C, the Microchip C30 compiler, and MPLAB SIM software

	Includes handy checklists to help readers perform the most common programming and debugging tasks

The new 16-bit PIC24 chip provides embedded programmers...
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The The Wills Eye Hospital Atlas of Clinical OphthalmologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2001
As this second edition goes to press, Wills is moving to its fourth home during its 168-year history. Thus, it is an exciting time and perhaps fitting that this second edition is being published as this transition is being made. In the first edition, we pointed out how many artists have focused on the eye as almost a theme in many of...
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Cancer and Aging Handbook: Research and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A state-of-the-art, multidisciplinary approach to cancer and aging


	With the majority of cancers occurring in individuals over the age of 65 against a backdrop of an expanding aging population, there is an urgent need to integrate the areas of clinical oncology and geriatric care. This timely work tackles these issues...
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Boolean Functions: Topics in AsynchronicityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		The essential guide showing how the unbounded delay model of computation of the Boolean functions may be used in the analysis of the Boolean networks 

	
		Boolean Functions: Topics in Asynchronicity contains the most current research in several issues of asynchronous Boolean systems. In this...
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